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-------- Original Message -------- 

Subject:Public Comment: 8 - Sonoma
 

Date:Fri, 27 May 2011 17:27:08 +0000
 

From:Lynda Puccinelli < 
 

To: 
 

From: Lynda Puccinelli < 
 
Subject: redistricting 


Message Body: 

Attn: California Redistricting Commission:  

Dear Commissioners: 

I am writing to urge your support of all of the Bay Area Maps being submitted by the California Conservative Action Group.  

I support fair and competitive districts that fully comply with Proposition 11 with district geography criteria of natural 

geographical boundaries such as mountain ranges, bodies of water, of equal population and that comply with the Federal Voting

Rights Act. I want my district lines to maintain district contiguity, and compactness by keeping cities, communities and 

neighborhoods intact as much as possible. 

1. I strongly oppose the Sierra Club Bay Area plan that violates the Voting Rights Act and gerrymanders the TriValley.
2. I agree with the Sierra Club plan ONLY on the one point, not to cross the Bay and Golden Gate Bridges.  
3. I reject the Latino Policy Forum maps; they create an absurd district that jumps over the water to connect Marin, half of San 

Francisco and West Oakland in violation of the Federal Voting Rights Act.  


4. I strongly oppose the Institute for Jobs, Economy, and Education (CIJEE) plan for Marin.  Any AD based in Marin should expand 

north along Hwy 101, to reach people who work in Marin.  It should not be gerrymandered far east to Benicia, which it has nothing 

in common with.  

5. I strongly oppose the Institute for Jobs, Economy, and Education (CIJEE) plan which merges North Bay districts with SF 

districts.  We insist that the North Bay districts be kept separate from the SF districts.    


6. I reject the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF) plan for violations of the Voter Rights Act and abusive 

gerrymandering. So ridiculous that one commissioner spoke out during MALDEF's presentation on 5/26 in Northridge stating “Why so 

many Gerrymander Fingers?”  


Thank you, 

(Lynda Puccinelli)  


This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission 
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